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TYPE NAME
WIDTH/LEGHT

OF FINGERS (mm)
WITH/LIFT 

OF TROLEY (mm)
WEIGHT

(kg)
LOAD CAPACITY

(kg)
3102 Pallet movers of atypical skids length 800 mm 160/800 540/85/200 73 2,000
3103 Pallet movers of atypical skids length 1500 mm 160/1,500 540/85/200 79 2,000
3104 Pallet mover of 3 tons load capacity 160/1,150 540/85/200 89 3,000
3105 Fore directional pallet mover 160/1,150 540/85/200 92 1,500
4672 Low-profil pallet truck 160/1,150 540/85/200 86 1,500

SPECIAL PALLET TRUCKS

Pallet movers of atypical skids length
Type: 3102 – skids lenght 800 mm, Type: 3103 – skids lenght 1,500 mm

- As a standard trolley it is to be used for handling various pallets.

- The mover is provided with a pivoted bogie at one side and travelling
wheels at the other side.

- A lifting hydraulic system is set into operation when moving a shaft up
and down.

- The trolleys are provided with polyurethane wheels.

- The movers with fingers of 800 mm can be especially used in narrow 
spaces, e.g. in lorry or wagon beds/freight spaces.

- The fingers of 1,500 mm length will facilitate the handling 
of oversized pallets. 

Pallet mover 
of 3 tons load capacity
Type: 3104

- The only difference when comparing
to standard trolleys is its high load
capacity up to 3 tons.

- Its manipulation and wheels are the
same as with the above types.

Fore directional pallet mover
Type: 3105

- This is a manually manipulated low-lift truck with
a manual lift for the transport of EURO pallets.

- The mover is designed to travel in two mutually
perpendicular directions. If the finger is lifted from
its basic position up to 172 mm height over ground
(12 lifts of a shaft) the mover shall travel only
lengthwise, that is forward and backward. When
lifting the finger on to 198 mm position over
ground, a side travel shall be engaged and
lengthwise travel disconnected through jockey
(back) wheels.

- An operator will turn the shaft with pilot wheels by
90° in a required direction and block the control
with a pin so that it does not revolve. On this
moment the mover is adjusted to the cross direction
move (vertical to basic move), that is left and right. 

- The use of this mover is very wide, the same as of
a standard low-lift pallet mover.

- To use it safely and reliably it is necessary to secure
smooth floors without holes and barriers.

- The mover is provided with a compact manual
hydraulic aggregate manipulated by a tow bar (lift by
up and down move) and by a controlling shaft placed
in a tow bar to turn on. The controlling shaft can be,
besides the controlling of turning on, moved
in different position and set it in a neutral position
where it is possible  to move the shaft unless the
mover is lifted or in a lifting mode where the shaft
lifting is put into operation.

skids lenght
800/1,500 mm

load capacity
2,000/3,000 kg

Minimum height of fork

51 mm

Low-profil 
pallet truck
Type: 4672

- The truck designed mainly for handling with pallets with
minimum headroom. 

- Minimum height of fork is 51 mm, maximum 161 mm.

- The truck is delivered with polyurethane wheels
as a standard. 
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